Winter Wonderland Craft

Wood Round
Floral form cut apart
Mini trees
Main Focal Point (Deer, Church, Snowman, Sleigh)
For a balloon effect - string
Fuzzy yarn
Mini lights
Snow sheet
Christmas balls different sizes

1. Staple or glue circle form to wood.
2. Wrap yarn around the form circle.
3. Cut a circle the size of the wood out of the snow sheet.
4. Glue snow to wood covering the place you stapled the form to the wood.
5. Glue main focal point and other objects (trees, etc) to wood. You may need to cut an opening to glue directly to wood.

6. Glue Christmas balls to and/or around the form wire, stacking them up the wire. If you are doing balloons, tie string to them before you glue balls to wire form.

7. Wrap mini lights around form. This could be done early, but in case the future if you need to replace the mini lights put them on last.